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WEIGHTED NORM INEQUALITIES

FOR THE HARDY-LITTLEWOOD MAXIMAL FUNCTION

WO-SANG YOUNG1

Abstract. A characterization is obtained for weight functions v for which the

Hardy-Littlcwood maximal operator is bounded from IJ'(R", wdx) to IJ'(R", vd.x)

for some nontrivial »'.

In this note we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition on weight functions

v s* 0 such that the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator is bounded from

LP(R", wdx) to LP(R", vdx) for some w < oo a.e. This answers a question posed by

B. Muckenhoupt in [3]. The problem of characterizing all weight functions w > 0 for

which there are nontrivial «'s was solved independently by J. L. Rubio de Francia

[4] and L. Carleson and P. W. Jones [1].

Let M be the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator defined by

M/(x) = sup ' /        \f\dy,
r>0  \B(x,r)\JB{x.r)

where B(x, r) is the ball of radius r centered at x and | B(x, r) | is its Lebesgue

measure. Our result is as follows.

Theorem. Given v > 0 and 1 < p < oo, the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) There is w < oo a.e. such that

( \Mffvdx<C¡ \ffwdx
R" •/R"

f        v(x)
/   -^-dx<oo.

JR"(l + \x\n)p

In this paper C denotes a constant depending only on « and p, and may vary from

line to line.

In [4] Rubio de Francia observed that (a) implies

/        V/p
(*) uEL\JR")   and      /      u\      = 0(R")       (R^<x>),

\J\x\^R    j
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forallfELp(R",wdx).

(b)
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and conjectured that it is also sufficient for (a). This is not the case since u(x) =\ x

|«<p-i) satisfies (*) but not (b).

Proof of Theorem. We first show that (a) implies (b). Since w e oo, there is a set

A with positive measure in which w is bounded. Moreover, we can assume A C {| x

|< R) for some 1 < R < oo. Let/= Xa- Then

f \ffwdx = f w < oo.

For | x | ̂  R, Mf(x) >C\A \/R", and for | x | > R, Mf(x) >C\A\/\x |". Hence

f \Mfrvdx^(c^Y f        V(X)    Bdx.
V      ' \    R" I V(i + |x|")^

Therefore

(        v(x)       j

JR»(\ + \x\")P

We now prove that (b) implies (a). Let vx(x) = v(x) if v(x) > 1, and f,(x) = 1 if

v(x) < 1. Then vx also satisfies (b) because

C       v\(x)       ,       C    v (x) + 1     ,
/   -]±-1-dx^     —^-dx<oo.

JR"(l + \x\n)p JR"(\ + \x\")p

Since v *£ vx, (a) is satisfied if we show that there is w < oo a.e. such that

(1) f \Mf\pvxdx<C¡ \ffwdx
JR" JRn

for all/G L^R", wdx).

Let u(x) = (1 + | jc I")1 ~-p. We observe that M(uvx) < oo a.e. To see this let

1 < R < oo and consider {| x \< R}. For any such x,

sup — /" uvx^CM(vxx{Wx:2R])(x).

M(v\X{\y\*i2R)) is finite a.e. because vx E L'^R"). Also, for r > R

-J uvx<\( °'(j>)      ídy<CÍ       VÁy)      dy< oo.
rnJ\y-x\*r rJ\y\<2r(\ + \y\")p-X V (l + | y \")P

Hence M( uv, ) < oo a.e.

3M(uvx). Then w < oo a.e. We shall show th
J~.\      n«s-l       frt—    7,   —   A    1     1 1«+    /    —   /_.

;|x|<2*+1}

Let w = u 3M(uvx). Then w < oo a.e. We shall show that (1) holds for this w. Let'V

f E LP(R", wdx), and, for fc = 0,1,2,..., let fk =/X{2*<w<2*+1}- Then it follows

from Fefferman and Stein [2] that

f \Mfkfvx^ C2kn<p-V f \Mfkfuvx
J\x\^2k + 1 JR"

*zC2kn(p-v( \fkfM(uvx)
JR"

^ C1-2kn(p-\) f   |^p,w>
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For I x |> 2k+2, we have

WO-SANG YOUNG

-!/(/>-!)

Mfk(x)<-£-( J/)
|*|    J2k<i\x\<2k+'

by Holder's inequality. Therefore

(     iM/.r,,^cf r   ü|(x)  *)(/• i/rw)f r
•/|x|>2* + 2'      '*'     ' \Jr"(\  + \x\")P        |1V    '       /\-'2*<W<2*+

To estimate the last factor we note that for 2k < \ x | < 2k+',

C   c vx(y)

\-\/p

-!/(/»-!)
/»-I

^-.)(*)>^1
sinceu, > 1. Hence, w(x) s= C22k"ip~1\ and

4'>C2-Í:',(í'"1),

/,

I'"1 Sj 2~kn(p-\)

2K^\x\<2"

Altogether we have

f \Mfk\pvx^c f -jifi—dx + \ [j \f\pw)rk"
JR" JR" (1  + \x\") \JR" I

(/>-!>

It then follows from Minkowski's inequahty that

/•      «(*)

'//>

C

<c

R"(l -+- |^c 1")^

o(*)

(1 + |*|")'

dx+ 1

i/x + 1

/ IffJR"

f   \f\P

w y 2-*n(i-i//>)

*=o

This complete the proof of the theorem.

I would like to thank R. A. Hunt, D. S. Kurtz and B. Muckenhoupt for their

helpful conversations.
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